Using the conccptn of two-dimensionnl Hilbert transform and analytic signal, we construct a new qriutenrimz wavrler rrunsfunn (QWT). The QWT forms a tight frame and can be efficiently computed using a 2-D dual-tree tilter hank. The QWT and the 2-D complex wavclet transform (CWT) are related by a unitary transformation. but the former inhcrits the quaternion Fourier transform (QFT) phase properties. which are desirable for image analysis. The quaternion magnitude-phase representation of the QWT directly leads to near shift-invariance and the ability to encode phase shifts i n an absolute zy-coordinate system, which we can use for applicntions such as edge estimation and statistical image niodeling.
INTRODUCTION
Wavelet transforms are powerful multiscale tools for processing singularity rich signals. Unlike the Fourier basis functions. the locality of wavelet basis functions leads to sparse represcntntion o f singuhrity rich signals by compacting the signal energy into a small number of coetficients. Wavelet coefficient sparsity is critical to algorithms such as wavelet signal denoising by shrinkage [I] . I n two-dimensions (2-Dj, because natural images typically consist of wide smooth regions separated by edges, the supremacy of wavelet transforms i s even more evident. Conventional 2-D wavelet basis functions are obtained by simple Cartesian product o f I-D wavelet functions.
However. one of the major prohlems of real-valued wavelets i s their lack of shift-invuriunce. A small shift of the signal results in significant fluctuations o f wavelet coefficient energy, making it difficult to extract signal information from the coefficient values.
The undrcimatcd wavelet transform (21 provides a shift invariant transform. but at the cost of high redundancy.
To remedy the problem of shift variance, there have been significant resrarch efforts to develop nearly shift-invariant wavelet transforms with moderate redundancy. The complex wavelet transform (CWT) uses complex wavelet basis functions whose real and imaginary parts are I-D Hilbert traiisform pairs 13.41. Because the real and imaginary parts are in quadrature. the C W T coefficient magnitudes are almost shift invariant with moderate redundancy [3,41. In this paper. we leverage the notions o f 2-D Hilbert transform and 2-D analytic signal to build a new 2-D shift-invariant wavelet transform. We adopt the definition 012-D Hilbert transform in [ This paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we briefly review the DWT and the CWT. Section 4 develops the QWT and Section 5 discusses some important properties o f the new transform. Section 6 summarizes the paper and emphasizes the importance of our contrihutions.
DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM (DWTj
The discrete wavelet transform (DWTj represents a I-D real signal f ( t ) in terms of shifted versions o f a scaling funcriun d ( t ) and shifted and scaled versions o f a wuveler function $ ( t ) [IO] . When Using quaternion algebra. we can organize the four wavelet functionsaboveintoaqanrernion ~m e l e i $~( x , y) = $h(X)7,6h(ll)
shows the 4 components o f a quaternion wavelet. One can ohserve the 90' phase shift of the compncnts relative to each other.
The magnitude-square of the quaternion hasis l$"(x,y)lz (sumof-squares of all four components) i s non-oscillatory, indicating ' I n pncticr. in order to have finite-length wa~elels, the H i l k n Innsfami i s only appmxiniatrly 
Tight frame
The QWT, which contains four orthonormal basis sets. forms a 4x redundant tight frame [IO] . The Q W T wavelet functions can he written in a matrix form Figure 3 shows the spectral support o f these complex wavelet functions. There exists a unitary transformation between the QWT and the 2-D CWT. We can obtain the CWT wavelet functions hv multiplying matrix C in (6) with a unitary miltrix Therefore:, both the CWT and the QWT are tight frames with 4x
&(z)&(Y)) + j ( $ h (~) , $~( Y ) f & ( X ) $ h h ) ) .
redundancy. As described in the next scction. the phases of both thc CWT and the QWT encode 2-D signal shifts. However. there exists no straightforward relationship bctween thc QWT and the CWT phase angles. Fig. 4(b) .
Based on the shift theorem. we can estimate the image shift When the image block contains a single edge as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) , the SpeclNm i s not smooth and we cannot choose (C, G ) to be the center of the local spectral tile. The QFT spectrum o f B single edgc image in Fig. 5(a) 
where we choose A81 +AS2 when tang > 0, and AO, -A& when tan0 < 0.
To verify this relationship, we apply the QWT to the edge image in Fig. 5(a) and analyze the QWT magnitudes and phases corresponding to a 32 x 32 sub-block. 6 ). This property of the QWT will prove useful for the analysis o f images with rich textures [51.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have developed the theory of the dual-tree quater- .. . -
